
 

 

Conversations With Kelli - A Community Chat With A National Dance Educator 

Join Positive Energy Arts in welcoming National Director Kelli Forman from Everybody 
Dance Now (EDN) to York! EDN utilizes the popularity and cultural history of hip hop 
and street dance forms to engage a broad, diverse audience and close the opportunity 
and achievement gaps that disproportionately impact quality of life for low-income 
residents and communities of color.  

Kelli began dancing at the age of four, attended the University of Kansas on a full dance 
scholarship, and later moved to New York City and Los Angeles, where she danced 
professionally on shows such as X-Factor, Dancing With the Stars, America’s Got 
Talent, and Glee. Kelli joined the EDN team in 2013 and to further pursue her passion 
for teaching, choreography, community involvement and non-profit work.  

After directing the Santa Barbara chapter for five years, growing programming in the 
county while also growing the national team, she has now transitioned to a full time 
national position to facilitate growth in EDN's newest chapters. Kelli enjoys conducting 
research about street dance history/heritage, and is member of Creation Global, an 
international Chicago Footwork crew. 

EDN has engaged York as the newest chapter of this national organization and she’ll be 
sharing the opportunities that the York Community now has in partnering with EDN 
Please plan to attend on July 1 from 4:30-6PM at the York College Center for 
Community Engagement, 59 E Market St. Mix and mingle with refreshments from 
4:30-5:15PM. Hear a short presentation from Kelli at 5:15PM and network with Positive 
Energy and Kelli to 6PM. 

This is event is free and open to the public. Artisans, community leaders, dance 
enthusiasts, and parents are welcome. RSVP to contact@positivenergyarts.org with 
your first and last name, and number of attendees on or before July 1st.  

Thank you to our partner/sponsor for this event: York College of PA 
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